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EQUIVARIANT CHAIN COMPLEXES, TWISTED
HOMOLOGY AND RELATIVE MINIMALITY

OF ARRANGEMENTS

BY ALEXANDRU DIMCA AND ŞTEFAN PAPADIMA 1

ABSTRACT. – We show that theπ-equivariant chain complex (π = π1(M(A))), C•(X̃), associated to
Morse-theoretic minimalCW -structureX on the complementM(A) of an arrangementA, is independen
of X. The same holds for all scalar extensions,C•(X̃)⊗Zπ KZ, K a field, whereX is an arbitrary minima
CW -structure on a spaceM . WhenA is a section of another arrangementÂ, we show that the divisibility
properties of the first Betti number of the Milnor fiber ofA obstruct the homotopy realization ofM(A) as
a subcomplex of a minimal structure onM(Â).

If Â is aspherical andA is a sufficiently generic section of̂A, thenH∗(M(A);L) may be described i
terms ofπ, L andχ(M(A)), for an arbitrary local systemL; explicit computations may be done, when̂A
is fiber-type. In this case, explicitKZ-presentations of arbitrary abelian scalar extensions of the first
trivial higher homotopy group ofM(A), πp(M), may also be obtained. For nonresonant abelian s
extensions, theCZ-rank ofπp(M)⊗Zπ CZ is combinatorially determined.
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RÉSUMÉ. – Nous montrons que le complexe de chaînesC•(X̃) associé à une structure cellula
minimale de Morse,X sur le complémentaireM(A) d’un arrangementA, est indépendant deX en tant
que Zπ-complexe, oùπ = π1(M(A)). Le même résultat reste vrai pour toutes les extensions sca
C•(X̃)⊗Zπ KZ, K étant un corps etX une structure minimale sur un espaceM .

LorsqueA s’obtient comme une section d’un autre arrangementÂ, nous montrons que les propriétés
divisibilité du premier nombre de Betti de la fibre de Milnor associée àA donnent des obstructions à la ré
lisation deM(A) comme un sous-complexe d’une structure minimale surM(Â). Si Â est asphérique etA
en est une section suffisamment générale, alorsH∗(M(A);L), pourL un système local quelconque, pe
être décrit en fonction deπ, L etχ(M(A)). Des calculs explicites sont possibles lorsqueÂ est de type fibré
Dans cette situation, des présentations explicites pour des extensions scalaires abéliennes deπp(M), le pre-
mier groupe d’homotopie supérieur non-nul deM(A), peuvent aussi être obtenues. Pour les extensions
laires abéliennes qui sont non-résonantes, leCZ-rang deπp(M)⊗Zπ CZ est déterminé par la combinatoir

 2004 Elsevier SAS

1. Introduction

Let A = {H0,H1, . . . ,Hn} be a complex hyperplane arrangement inPr−1, with complemen
M = M(A) = Pr−1 \

⋃n
i=0 Hi, and fundamental groupπ = π1(M). The cohomology ring o

the complement, with arbitraryconstantcoefficients, was computed by Orlik and Solomon [2

1 Partially supported by grant CNCSIS 693/2002 of the Romanian Ministry of Education and Research.
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450 A. DIMCA AND Ş. PAPADIMA

their description involves solely thecombinatoricsof A, that is, the associated intersection
latticeL(A). The fundamental groupπ is complicated in general, but nevertheless rather well
understood and accessible to concrete computations, see for instance [5,17]. Note however that

ork [8,
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d [3].
ry of
,

s

n

L(A) doesnot determineπ in general, as the example of Rybnikov [24] shows.
Much less is known about the homology groupsH∗(M ;L) of M with twistedcoefficients

(aliasZπ-modules),L. Our aim in this paper is to get more insight on such groupsH∗(M ;L),
both at the general and computational level, along the lines sketched in our previous w
Remark 12(ii)].

1.1. Absolute minimality and equivariant chain complexes

Among other things, we have proved in [8] thatM has the homotopy type of aminimal
CW -complexX , that is, of aCW -complex with trivial cellular incidences (a result indepe
dently obtained by Randell [23]). In this paper,we go further and analyze in Section 2 the as
ciatedZπ-chain complexC•(X̃) of the universal cover̃X of X . As it is well known [26], this is
theuniversalobject encoding twisted homology information, since

H∗(M ;L) = H∗
(
C•(X̃)⊗Zπ L

)
, for all L.(1.1)

At the same time, this is also relevant for computations related tohigher homotopy groups(a very
difficult subject, in general), since

πp(M) = Hp

(
C•(X̃)

)
,(1.2)

by Hurewicz, whereπp(M) is the first higher non-trivial homotopy group ofM (for M non-
aspherical).

Note that theZπ-chain complexC•(X̃) may depend on the choice ofCW -structure onM .
In general, all one can say is that theZπ-chain homotopy typeis independent ofX . In this
direction, we have two general results where we can upgrade the above independence
to chain isomorphism type.

The first one is Corollary 2.6, which says that theZπ-chain complexC•(X̃) actually defines
anewinvariant ofA, depending only on the projective equivalence type ofA. Key to our proof is
an argument involving Whitney stratifications and transversality conditions for projective flag
In this way, we recover in particular a series of results, proved by Cohen and Orlik in [1] an

A standard technique in topology is abelianization (leading for instance to the theo
Alexander invariants, see [14]). When aZπ-module likeπp(M) in (1.2) above looks intractable
it is generally hoped thatπp(M)⊗Zπ KZ will be more manageable, whereK is a field and

ν :π → Z(1.3)

is a group character, inducing a change of rings,ν :Zπ → KZ. In this way we pass from module
over a very bad ring, namelyZπ, to modules over the principal ideal domainKZ, where we have
structure theorems for the finite type modules. The abelian extensions of scalarsπp(M)⊗Zπ KZ

obtained in this way will be calledcharacter-abelianizations.
Our second main result in Section 2, Theorem 2.9, says that theKZ-chain complex

C•(X̃)⊗Zπ KZ is independent of theminimalCW -structureX onM , for anarbitrary spaceM .

1.2. General position and cell structures

Now assume thatA is a k-generic sectionof another arrangement,̂A in Pm−1. By
‘k-genericity’ we mean a set of transversality conditions, depending onk, with respect to certai

4e SÉRIE– TOME 37 – 2004 –N◦ 3



EQUIVARIANT CHAIN COMPLEXES OF ARRANGEMENTS 451

strata of the natural stratification ofPm−1 associated toÂ; see [8, (1)] for details. When we
speak about̂A-genericity, we simply mean thatPr−1 (regarded as a linear subspace inPm−1) is
transverse to all̂A-strata.
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Following the program from [8, §§5–6], our idea here is to get fromM(Â) twisted homology
information onM(A), assumingk-genericity. The key tool is provided by [8, Proposition 1
which says that one may replace, up to homotopy, the inclusionM(A) ↪→ M(Â) by a cellular
map,f :X → Y , between minimalCW -complexes, such that

f|X(k) = id.(1.4)

WhenM(Â) is aspherical andk � 2, it follows from (1.4) above thatM(Â) is a K(π,1).
Moreover, Proposition 15 from [8] implies that one may replace in (1.4)k by p = p(M(A)),
wherep is a homotopy invariant ofM(A), introduced in [22].

Assuming fullÂ-genericity, (1.4) improves to

X = Y (r−1),(1.5)

wheref is the inclusion of the(r − 1)-skeleton,Y (r−1) ↪→ Y . The basic example when th
homotopy formula (1.5) holds is provided by Boolean genericity (in other words, usual ge
position); see Hattori’s pioneering paper [13]. This generalizes tofiber-type genericity. The
arrangementsA which areÂ-generic sections of fiber-type arrangementsÂ may be defined
in purely combinatorial terms: they are thehypersolvablearrangements (introduced in [15]) f
whichp = r − 1; see Section 4.4.

1.3. Relative minimality and twisted homology

In Section 3 (Theorem 3.6 and Example 3.7) we prove that, in general, the hom
formula (1.4) from Section 1.2 is the best possible result. In spite of some homologic
Morse-theoretic positive evidence, it turns out that the idealrelative minimalityproperty,

f = subcomplex inclusion,(1.6)

cannot hold in full generality, not even onX(k+1).
To prove this, we explore the consequences of (1.6) on the first Betti number of the M

fiber ofA. This in turn uses a decomposition of the homology of the Milnor fiber, see e.g. C
and Suciu in [4], in terms of the homology ofM(A) with certain twisted coefficients.

1.4. Fiber-type arrangements and free differential calculus

Most results on twisted homology of arrangements available in the literature as
nonresonantcoefficients and take the form of vanishing theorems. There is however a partic
remarkable exception, due to Cohen and Suciu [6], from the computational point of view.

The authors of [6] consider finitely-presented groups,π, which are iterated semidirect produc
of free groups, with all monodromy actions trivial on homology. They use the Foxfree differential
calculus to construct a minimalCW -structureY on K(π,1), and to describeexplicitly the
associatedZπ-chain complex,C•(Ỹ ).

On the one hand, this leads to explicit twisted homology computations with non-trivial r
see [4,6]. On the other hand, this has implications in arrangement theory, coming from t
fact that the fundamental groups of fiber-type arrangements all have such a semidirect
structure; see Falk and Randell [10].

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE
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1.5. Twisted homology with resonant coefficients

We come back, in Section 4, to our framework, explained in Section 1.2. LetA be a sufficiently
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generic section of an aspherical arrangementÂ, with complementM = M(A) and fundamenta
groupπ = π1(M). Setp = p(M). Let L be aresonant(that is, arbitrary)Zπ-module.

Using (1.4), we infer in Theorem 4.2 that

H<p(M ;L) = TorZπ
<p(Z,L).(1.7)

WhenÂ is fiber-type, theTorZπ-groups from (1.7) above may be explicitly computed by F
calculus, see Section 1.4, even thoughA is no longer of fiber type whenr < m. Assuming only
that there are no collinearity relations among the defining equations ofthe hyperplanes ofA,
Theorem 4.2 applies and everything becomes extremely simple:π = Zn, and the Fox resolutio
is the standard Koszul resolution ofZ overZZn; see Corollary 4.3.

In Theorem 4.5, we assume full̂A-genericity, hence the stronger homotopy formula (1
becomes available. Via an Euler characteristicargument, we are thus able to extend (1.7) ab
to a full computation ofH∗(M ;L), involving onlyTorZπ

∗ (Z,L) andχ(M).

1.6. Character-abelianizations of higher homotopy groups

Very little is known about higher homotopy groups of complements inPr−1 of complex
projective hypersurfaces,V (h) = {h = 0}. Let H be a hyperplane inPr−1, generic with respec
to V (h). SetM = Pr−1 \ (V (h) ∪ H), andπ = π1(M). Whenh is irreducible, Libgober [18
showed that, under certain additional hypotheses,π = Z, andπp(M) (the first higher non-trivia
homotopy group ofM ) is a torsionQZ-module.

Arrangement complements are the simplestnon-irreducible examples. Here,π is much more
complicated, and character-abelianizations ofπp(M) may have strictly positiveQZ-rank; see
our Theorem 5.3(3) from Section 5.

Our results on character-abelianizations ofπp(M) assume fullÂ-genericity, like in Theo-
rem 4.5 (see Section 1.5). The reason is that in this case the minimalZπ-resolution ofπp(M)
from [8, Theorem 18(ii)] is available.

In Theorem 5.6, we give a formula for theKZ-rank of an arbitrary character-abelianizat
of πp(M), involvingTorZπ

∗ (Z,KZ) andχ(M).
Assume now moreover that̂A is fiber-type. Then Corollary 2.11 provides an expl

KZ-presentationof an arbitrary character-abelianization,πp(M) ⊗Zπ KZ. In this case, The
orem 5.3 also provides an explicitcombinatorial formula, for theCZ-rank of a so-called
Â-nonresonant character-abelianization (see Definition 5.2) ofπp(M). The last result represen
a new combinatorial determination phenomenon,related to higher homotopy groups of arran
ments, to be compared with [8, Theorem 23].

2. Minimal equivariant chain complexes

2.1. Generic flags and minimal CW -structures

Let A be a complex hyperplane arrangement inP(U), with complementM := M(A)
and fundamental groupπ := π1(M). In Section 4 from [8], we have constructed aminimal
CW -structure onM , that is, aCW -complexX homotopy equivalent toM , having as many
k-cells as thekth Betti number, for allk. Our construction involved various choices. To exam
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this issue, we will need several definitions. Without any loss of generality, we may assume that
A is essential; see [21, p. 197].

The intersection lattice, L(A), is the set ofedgesof A (that is, the nonempty intersections of

t
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hyperplanes fromA), ordered by reverse inclusion. One has a canonical stratification ofP(U),
S(A) := {SS}S∈L(A), with the property thatSS = S, for all S; see [12, III.3.1 and III.4.5]. Se
r := dimU .

DEFINITION 2.2. – An increasing projective flag inP(U), F = {Fs}0�s<r (where
dimFs = s, for all s) is calledA-genericif Fs is transverse toS(AFs+1), for s < r − 1, where
AFs+1 denotes the projective arrangement inFs+1 obtained by restriction fromA.

An A-generic flag gives a finite increasing filtration ofM , {FsM}0�s<r:

FsM := M ∩Fs.(2.1)

DEFINITION 2.3. – Let X be an (r − 1)-dimensional minimal complex. A homotop
equivalence,ϕ :X → M , is compatiblewith a givenA-generic flag ifϕ restricts to homotopy
equivalences,ϕs :X(s) → FsM , for 0 � s < r.

Our (absolute) minimality result from [8, Section 4] reads then: for anyA-generic flag,
F , there exists anF -compatible minimal structure onM(A), X , in the sense of the abov
Definition 2.3.

Let now (Z, z0) be a reasonable based space (e.g., a connected complex, or a con
manifold), endowed with a finite increasing filtration,{FsZ}s�0, such thatF0Z = {z0}. Let
pZ : (Z̃, z̃0) → (Z, z0) be a universal cover. Setπ := π1(Z, z0). Define

FsZ̃ := p−1
Z (FsZ), for s � 0.

The associatedπ-equivariant chain complex,

C•(Z̃) :=
{
dq: Hq(FqZ̃, Fq−1Z̃)→ Hq−1(Fq−1Z̃, Fq−2Z̃)

}
q
,(2.2)

is endowed with the boundary maps,dq , coming from the triple(Fq, Fq−1, Fq−2), in the standard
way. It is a chain complex of (right)Zπ-modules.

We are going to show that the (minimal)π-equivariant chain complex,C•(X̃), from [8], is a
well-defined invariant ofA. We do this in two steps.

Let ϕ :X →M be anF -compatible homotopy equivalence, as in Definition 2.3. Denote bΦ
the lift of ϕ to (based) universal covers. Useϕ# :π1(X) ∼→ π1(M) to identify fundamenta
groups. Denote by

ϕ̃ :=
{
ϕ̃q :Cq(X̃)→ Cq(M̃)

}
q

(2.3)

the Zπ-chain map, induced byΦ, between the equivariant chain complexes associated t
skeletal filtration onX , and theF -filtration (2.1) onM respectively.

LEMMA 2.4. – The above map(2.3) is an isomorphism ofZπ-chain complexes.

Proof. –By standard homotopy properties of fibrations,pX : (X̃,FqX̃) → (X,FqX) will
induce isomorphisms on all homotopy groups, forq � 0, and likewise forM . It follows that
Φ: (X̃,FqX̃) → (M̃,FqM̃) (and thereforeΦ:FqX̃ → FqM̃ ) induces isomorphisms on a
homotopy groups, sinceϕ induces homotopy equivalences,ϕq :FqX → FqM . By Whitehead’s
theorem,Φ: (FqX̃,Fq−1X̃)→ (FqM̃,Fq−1M̃) induces homology isomorphisms, for allq. �
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



454 A. DIMCA AND Ş. PAPADIMA

This shows that the skeletal equivariant chain complex does not depend on the choice of
F -compatible minimal structure, for a fixedA-generic flag,F .
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LEMMA 2.5. – Let F andF be twoA-generic flags, with associated filtrationsF•M and
F ′
•M respectively. There is a filtered homeomorphism,

Ψ: (M,F•M) ∼−→ (M,F ′
•M).

Proof. –The setFlag(P(U)) of all the flags

F :∅ = F−1 ⊂F0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fr−1

in P(U) is a complex algebraic variety which is compact, smooth and connected,
irreducible. The subsetFlag(A) ⊂ Flag(P(U)) of all the A-generic flags is an open Zaris
subset in this irreducible variety, and as such it is connected. Consider the second projec

p2 :P(U)× Flag(A) → Flag(A).

On the productP(U)× Flag(A) there are two natural Whitney regular stratifications.
The first one, denoted byX , is the product of the stratificationS(A) on P(U) by the trivial

stratification onFlag(A), i.e.X has as strata the products of the form

XS = SS × Flag(A)

for S ∈ L(A), see [11, p. 12].
The second stratification, denoted byY , has as strata the following (constructible) subma

folds in P(U)×Flag(A):

Yj =
{
(x,F) ∈ P(U)×Flag(A); x ∈Fj \ Fj−1

}
for j = 0,1, . . . , r − 1.

To see that the stratificationY is Whitney regular, note that it is induced by the stratificat
Z on P(U)×Flag(P(U)) given by the orbits of the regular action

Aut(U)×
(
P(U)×Flag(P(U))

)
→ P(U)× Flag

(
P(U)

)
whereg · (x,F) = (gx, gF). Indeed, the orbits of this action are exactly the sets

Zj =
{
(x,F) ∈ P(U)×Flag(P(U)); x∈ Fj \ Fj−1

}
for j = 0,1, . . . , r − 1. The resulting stratificationZ is Whitney regular by a general result
regular actions with finitely many orbits, see [11, p. 21].

Using the definition of anA-generic flag, it follows that the two stratificationsX andY are
transversal (or in general position) and hence their intersectionT is also a Whitney regula
stratification, see [11, p. 12]. Note that the strata of this stratification are all the non-
intersectionsTS,j = XS ∩ Yj , in particular these intersections are connected. It can be s
by a direct computation that the restrictions

p2 :TS,j → Flag(A)

4e SÉRIE– TOME 37 – 2004 –N◦ 3
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are all submersive surjections. Applying Thom’s First Isotopy Lemma, see Theorem (5.2), [11,
p. 58], to the second projectionp2 we get thatP(U) × Flag(A) fibers overFlag(A) in the
stratified sense. This means that for any two fibers ofp2, corresponding to twoA-generic flags
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F andF ′, there is a homeomorphismP(U) × {F} → P(U) × {F ′} sending the strata of th
stratifications induced byT into each other. This proves our claim by considering only the s
contained inM . �

COROLLARY 2.6. – The Zπ-chain complex associated to any Morse-theoretic mini
CW -structure,X , on M(A), constructed in[8], is an invariant ofA. Actually, theZπ-chain
complexC•(X̃) depends only on the projective equivalence type ofA.

2.7. Relation to work by Cohen–Orlik

Theπ-equivariant chain complex from Corollary 2.6 is a potentially powerful invariant o
arrangementA. This is due for instance to the fact that the first nonzero homology grou
C•(X̃) is isomorphic to the first nonzero higher homotopy group ofM(A), whenM(A) is not
aspherical; see [8, §§5–6], for various results on higher homotopy groups, inspired fro
remark. This is also due to the fact thatC•(X̃) is theuniversalchain complex computing th
twisted (co)homology of the complement. Indeed, letN be an arbitrary leftZπ-module. Then

H∗
(
M(A);N

)
= H∗

(
C•(X̃)⊗Zπ N

)
(2.4)

(and similarly for cohomology); see [26, Chapter VI].
From basic equation (2.4), we may easily recover (in homological form) various results,

by D. Cohen in [1] for the case of aC-vector spaceN , and then reformulated in terms of fla
by D. Cohen and P. Orlik [3]. Note that the flagsF used in [3, §2.3] coincide with ourA-generic
flags from Definition 2.2.

If (Z, z0) is a reasonable filtered space, as in Section 2.1, andN is a leftZπ1(Z, z0)-module,
one may consider the chain complex

C•(Z;N) :=
{
dq :Hq(FqZ,Fq−1Z;N)→Hq−1(Fq−1Z,Fq−2Z;N)

}
q
,(2.5)

(the twisted version of (2.2)). Ifϕ :X → M is anF -compatible homotopy equivalence, as
Definition 2.3, it induces a chain isomorphism,

C•(X ;N) ∼−→C•(M ;N),(2.6)

whereC•(M ;N) is the homology version of the complex from [1] and [3]. On the other ha

C•(X ;N)� C•(X̃)⊗Zπ N(2.7)

(isomorphism of chain complexes), for arbitraryN ; see [26, Theorem VI.4.9]. At the same tim

dimC

(
Cq(X̃)⊗Zπ N

)
= (dimC N) · bq

(
M(A)

)
, ∀q(2.8)

(from minimality), if N is a finite-dimensionalC-vector space.
Eqs. (2.4), (2.7) and (2.6) together imply that the chain complexC•(M ;N) computes

the twisted homology of the complement,H∗(M(A);N); if dimC N = 1, (2.8) implies that,
furthermore,dimC Cq(M ;N) = bq(M), for all q. In particular, we thus recover [3, Theorems
and 2.9], in homological form.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



456 A. DIMCA AND Ş. PAPADIMA

2.8. Principal ideal domain coefficients and minimal structures

Let X be a minimalCW -complex (connected, of finite type). Setπ := π1(X), and denote by
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ing
C•(X̃) theπ-equivariant chain complex from Section 2.1. By minimality,

Cq(X̃) = HqX ⊗Zπ, for all q.(2.9)

SetR := KZ (the group ring ofZ over a commutative fieldK). It is a principal ideal domain
We are going to use this fact to prove the followingR-analog of Corollary 2.6, in the context
arbitrary minimal structures.

Let ν :π → Z be an arbitrary character. Extend it to a change of rings,ν :Zπ → KZ.

THEOREM 2.9. – Let ϕ :X → X ′ be a homotopy equivalence, where bothX and X ′ are
minimalCW -complexes. Useϕ# :π1(X) ∼→ π1(X ′) to identify fundamental groups. Then t
KZ-chain complexesC•(X̃) ⊗Zπ KZ andC•(X̃ ′) ⊗Zπ KZ are isomorphic, for any change o
rings homomorphism,ν :Zπ → KZ, as above.

The theorem follows from the lemma below, via the minimality property (2.9), and the
homotopy invariance equation (2.4).

LEMMA 2.10. – Let C• = {Cq+1
dq+1−→ Cq}q�0 and C′

• = {C′
q+1

d′
q+1−→ C′

q}q�0 be R-chain
complexes, whereR is principal. Assume thatCq andC′

q are finitely-generated freeR-modules
of the same rank, for allq � 0, and also thatHq(C) andHq(C′) are isomorphicR-modules, for
q � 0. ThenC• andC′

• are isomorphicR-chain complexes.

Proof. –We may easily infer from our assumptions that the submodules ofq-cycles,Zq and
Z ′

q, areR-free, of the same rank,rq , for all q; likewise, theq-boundaries,Bq andB′
q, are both

free of ranksq , for all q.
Using suitableR-bases, the matrix of the inclusion,Bq ↪→ Zq, may be put in diagonal form

with nonzero entries,{a1, . . . , asq}, on the diagonal, having the property thata1 | a2 | · · · | asq .
Similarly, forB′

q ↪→ Z ′
q. SinceZq/Bq � Z ′

q/B′
q, we infer that the elementary ideals generated

s× s minors must be equal, for1 � s � sq; see [9, §20.2]. Hence,as anda′
s differ by R-units,

for all s. Therefore, we may findR-isomorphisms,fq :Zq
∼−→ Z ′

q, inducingR-isomorphisms

fq :Bq
∼−→B′

q, for all q � 0.
At the same time, we may splitdq+1 :Cq+1 � Bq, for q � 0, by choosing decomposition

Cq+1 = Zq+1 ⊕ Nq+1, such thatdq+1 :Nq+1
∼−→ Bq. Similarly, for C′

•. Extendfq :Zq
∼−→ Z ′

q

to fq :Cq
∼−→ C′

q , by settingfq|Nq
= (d′q)−1 ◦ (fq−1|Bq−1) ◦ dq :Nq

∼−→ N ′
q. By construction,

theR-isomorphisms{fq} commute with differentials. �
Theorem 2.9 may be applied to non-trivial higher homotopy groups of certain arrangeme

(which are very hard to compute, in general).
Let A be an essential projective arrangement inPr−1, with complementM and fundamenta

groupπ. Assume that the cone,A′, is ahypersolvablecentral arrangement inCr (see [15] for
the definition and the basic properties of the hypersolvable class). Denote byp := p(M) the
order ofπ1-connectivity, introduced in [22]; it is a homotopy invariant ofM , which turns out
to be combinatorial, for the hypersolvable class, see [22, Corollary 4.10(1)]. Denote byÂ the
fiber-type deformationof A, constructed in [16].

If p = r − 1, as in [8, Theorem 23], then [8, Theorem 18(ii)] applies to give the follow
Zπ-presentation for the first nonzero higher homotopy group ofM :

πp(M(A)) = coker
{
∂p+2 :Hp+2M(Â)⊗Zπ →Hp+1M(Â)⊗Zπ

}
,(2.10)
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where∂p+2 is a boundary map from theπ-equivariant chain complex (2.2), associated to a
Morse-theoretic minimal structure onM(Â) ∼= K(π,1).

One may associate toA′ a combinatorially determined collection of positive natural numbers,
of

hat

red

y

n, re-
tions
{1 = d1, d2, . . . , d�}, called theexponentsof A′, see [15]; they coincide with the exponents
the fiber-type central arrangementÂ′ defined in [10], see [16]. One knows [22, Lemma 5.3] t
π is an iterated semidirect product of free groups,

π = Fd�
� · · ·� Fd2 ,(2.11)

with all monodromy actions trivial on homology.
The above structural property (2.11) has the following basic practical consequence, discove

by D. Cohen and A. Suciu in [6]:K(π,1) has a minimal structure for whichall boundary maps
of the associatedπ-equivariant chain complex,

∂Fox
q :HqK(π,1)⊗Zπ → Hq−1K(π,1)⊗Zπ,

may beexplicitly computed, by Fox differential calculus.

COROLLARY 2.11. – Let A be an essential arrangement inPr−1, with hypersolvable
cone,A′. SetM := M(A), π := π1(M), p := p(M). Assume thatp = r − 1. Let ν :Zπ → KZ

be the change of rings associated to an arbitrary character,ν :π → Z (whereK is a commutative
field). Then:

πp

(
M(A)

)
⊗Zπ KZ = coker

{
∂Fox

p+2 ⊗Zπ KZ : (KZ)bp+2(π) → (KZ)bp+1(π)
}
,(2.12)

asKZ-modules, where the Betti numbers ofπ are determined by the exponents ofA′, and∂Fox
•

is explicitly computed from(2.11).

Proof. –The Poincaré polynomial ofK(π,1) ∼= M(Â) is P (T ) =
∏�

i=2(1 + diT ); see [10].
From (2.10), we infer thatπp(M) ⊗Zπ KZ = coker{∂p+2 ⊗Zπ KZ}. By Theorem 2.9, we ma
replace∂p+2 by ∂Fox

p+2, to arrive at (2.12), as asserted.�

3. A Milnor fiber obstruction to relative minimality

3.1. Absolute minimality and H1-bases

We come back to Definition 2.3 from the preceding section. We will add more informatio
lated to distinguishedH1-bases. This will be needed for certain twisted homology computa
(such as those related to the homology of Milnor fibers).

Let {H0,H1, . . . ,Hn} be the hyperplanes ofA, in P(U). The meridians associated to
the hyperplanes,{µi ∈ π1(M)}0�i�n, give a collection of well-defined elements ofH1M .
ConsideringH0 as a distinguished hyperplane, we obtain in this way a distinguishedZ-basis
of H1M , {

[µi]
}

1�i�n
.(3.1)

Let now {ci}1�i�n be the1-cells of a minimalCW -structure onM , X . They provide a
distinguishedZ-basis ofH1X , {

[ci]
}

1�i�n
.(3.2)
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DEFINITION 3.2. – LetX be a minimal complex. A homotopy equivalence,ϕ :X → M ,
respectsH1-markings, if it takes the basis (3.2) to the basis (3.1).

n
in

y

o
],

al

,
8
ic
.

Milnor

ed
Every arrangement complement,M , has such amarkedminimal structure. Indeed, take a
A-generic flagF , as in Definition 2.2, and consider anF -compatible minimal structure, as
Definition 2.3. It is constructed inductively, see[8, Section 4]. At the first nontrivial step,X(1) is
a wedge ofn circles, andF1M is P1 \ {n+1 points}. Obviously, we may start with a homotop
equivalence,ϕ1, which preserves the canonicalH1-bases, and then proceed by induction.

3.3. The relative minimality problem

Assume now thatA is anLk(Â)-generic section of̂A (in the sense from [8, (1)]), withk � 1,
whereÂ is an essential arrangement ofn + 1 hyperplanes inP(V ). Our basic idea in [8] was t
extract fromÂ homotopy information onM(A). The key tool is provided by [8, Proposition 14
which says that one may replace, up to homotopy, the inclusion,j :M(A) ↪→ M(Â), by a cellular
map between minimal complexes,f :X → Y , with the property that

f|X(k) = id.(3.3)

Therelative minimalityproblem we have in mind is the following. Start with a marked minim
structure onM(Â), Y , as in Definition 3.2. LetA be an essentialLk-generic section of̂A, with
k � 1. Can one replacej by f , as in (3.3) above, in such a way that moreover

f|X(k+1) = subcomplex inclusion?(3.4)

WhenA has hypersolvable cone andp := p(M(A)) = rank(A′) − 1, as in Corollary 2.11
this can be done: actually one may takeX = Y (p), andf = inclusion; see [8, Theorems 1
and 23]. In general, the(easily checked) fact thatH∗j is a split injection, together with heurist
morsification arguments, seem to indicate that the answer to question (3.4) should be yes

Surprisingly enough, the answer turns out to be no, in general, and the homology of the
fiber ofA comes into play, at this point.

3.4. Twisted homology and Betti numbers of Milnor fibers

Let q :=
∏n

i=0 αi be a defining equation of the central arrangement inU associated toA. Let
F := q−1(1) be the Milnor fiber ofA. We are going to recall from [4, Corollary 1.5] the twist
homology decomposition ofH∗(F ;C).

Set u := exp(2π
√
−1

n+1 ). For 0 � t � n, denote byLt the rank oneC-local system on
M := M(A) (alias, the abelian representation,Lt :H1M → C∗, of π1(M)) given by

Lt

(
[µi]

)
= ut, for 1 � i � n(3.5)

(where{[µi]} is theZ-basis (3.1)). Set

bt
s(F ) := dimC Hs(M ;Lt).(3.6)

Then:

bs(F ) =
n∑

t=0

bt
s(F ), for all s.(3.7)
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3.5. The Milnor fiber obstruction

Let A be an arbitrary essential arrangement inP(U), with defining equationq and Milnor

t

r

t
etti
e

fiberF , as in Section 3.4. The linear forms{αi}0�i�n define a linear embedding

j :U ↪→ V := Cn+1,(3.8)

which enables us to viewA as anL1-generic section of the Boolean arrangementÂ (with
defining equation̂q :=

∏n
i=0 zi).

SetY := (S1)×n, endowed with the canonical minimal structure of then-torus. Plainly, there
is a marked homotopy equivalence,ϕY :Y → M(Â). Assume thatj :M(A) ↪→ M(Â) has the
homotopy type of a cellular map between minimal complexes,f :X → Y , with the property tha
f|X(1) = id, as in (3.3), andf|X(2) = inclusion, as in (3.4). (Note thatϕX :X → M(A) will also
be a marked homotopy equivalence, since, obviously,j andf respectH1-markings.)

THEOREM 3.6. – Let A be an essential arrangement ofn + 1 hyperplanes, with Milno
fiber F . If the relative minimality problem(3.4), wherek = 1, has a positive answer, forA
and the Boolean arrangement̂A, thenn dividesb1(F ).

Proof. –Sinceb0
1(F ) = b1(M(A)) = n, it will be enough to show thatbt

1(F ) is independen
of t, for 1 � t � n; see (3.7). AsϕX is a marked homotopy equivalence, the twisted B
numbers from (3.6) may be computed onX , using the cellularH1-basis (3.2) in (3.5), via th
basic specialization formula (2.4).

Our hypothesis (3.3) onf|X(1) readily implies thatf# :π := π1(X) → π1(Y ) = Zn is the
abelianization map. The cellular mapf :X → Y lifts to aZf#-linear chain map,

{
f̃s :HsX ⊗Zπ →HsY ⊗ZZn

}
s�0

,

between the equivariant chain complexes of the universal covers,

C•(X̃) := {Hs+1X ⊗Zπ
ds+1−→ HsX ⊗Zπ}s�0,

and

C•(Ỹ ) := {Hs+1Y ⊗ZZ
n ∂s+1−→ HsY ⊗ZZ

n}s�0.

Our main hypothesis (3.4) implies that

f̃s = Hsf ⊗Zf#, for s � 2,(3.9)

with H�2f monic.
Fors � 1, we may thus tensor the commutative squares

Hs+1X ⊗Zπ
ds+1

Hs+1f⊗Zf#

HsX ⊗Zπ

Hsf⊗Zf#

Hs+1Y ⊗ZZn ∂s+1
HsY ⊗ZZ

n
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(see (3.9)) withZZ
n overZπ, via Zf#, to get commuting squares

dab

y,

in

,

.4)

mal

em

ology
e’

the
Hs+1X ⊗ZZn s+1

Hs+1f⊗id

HsX ⊗ZZ
n

Hsf⊗id

Hs+1Y ⊗ZZn ∂s+1
HsY ⊗ZZ

n

For any1 � t � n, we may further specialize toC, via the representation (3.5). In this wa
we get commutative squares,

Hs+1X ⊗C
dab

s+1(u
t)

Hs+1f⊗id

HsX ⊗C

Hsf⊗id

Hs+1Y ⊗C
∂s+1(u

t)
HsY ⊗C

(3.10)

(for s � 1), where the vertical maps are injective, and independent oft. Note that the upper cha
complex from (3.10) computesbt

1(F ); see (3.6) and (2.4).
At the same time, eye-inspection of the well-known explicit formula for{∂s+1}s (see e.g. [8

(10)]) reveals that∂s+1(ut) = (u−t − 1) · ∂′
s+1, where the differential∂′

s+1 is independent oft.
By (3.10) above,bt

1(F ) is therefore independent oft, for 0 < t � n. �
EXAMPLE 3.7. – In Example 5.1 from [4],n = 5, bt

1 = 0, for t = 1,3,5, andbt
1 = 1, for

t = 2,4; hence,b1(F ) = 7. In Example 5.4 from [4],n = 8, bt
1 = 0, for t = 1,2,4,5,7,8, and

bt
1 = 1, for t = 3,6; hence,b1(F ) = 10. By Theorem 3.6, the relative minimality problem (3

has a negative answer, in both cases.

4. Twisted homology with resonant coefficients

Let A be an essential, proper,Lk(Â)-generic section, withk � 2, of an essentialaspherical
arrangement,Â. (When we say ‘proper’, we want to exclude the trivial case,Â = A.) Set
M := M(A), π := π1(M), andp := p(M).

We know thatj :M(A) ↪→ M(Â) has the homotopy type of a cellular map between mini
complexes,f :X → Y , with the property that

f|X(p) = id,(4.1)

where2 � k � p < ∞. In particular,Y is a K(π,1). See the discussion preceding Theor
16 [8].

Our goal in this section is to use (4.1) above, to perform various twisted hom
computations onM , in terms of π1(M). We will not impose any kind of ‘nonresonanc
conditions on the coefficients.

4.1. Computations in the L-generic range

Here the coefficients will be quite general, but our method will give results only in
L-generic range, that is, up toHp−1(M ;L).
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THEOREM 4.2. – Let A be an essential, proper,Lk(Â)-generic section, withk � 2, of an
essential aspherical arrangement,̂A. SetM := M(A), π := π1(M), andp := p(M).

(1) LetL be an arbitrary local system onM . Then:

g

e

ps,
free

s of
d

t of
Hq(M ;L) = TorZπ
q (Z,L), for q < p.

(2) If Â is fiber-type, then theTorZπ-groups from part(1) may be explicitly computed usin
the FoxZπ-resolution ofZ from [6].

Proof. –Part (1). By (2.4) and basic homotopy formula (4.1),

H<p(M ;L) = H<p

(
C•(Ỹ )⊗Zπ L

)
.

The identification ofH<p(C•(Ỹ ) ⊗Zπ L) with TorZπ
<p(Z,L) comes now from the fact that th

π-equivariant chain complexC•(Ỹ ) is a freeZπ-resolutionof Z, sinceY is aK(π,1).
Part (2). IfÂ is fiber-type, thenπ = π1(M(Â)) is an iterated semidirect product of free grou

with trivial monodromy actions on homology, as in (2.11). Therefore, the Fox calculus
Zπ-resolution ofZ from [6] may be used as well to compute theTorZπ-groups from part (1). �

As an illustration of Theorem 4.2, we may offer the following simple, very explicit, clas
examples. LetA be an essential projective arrangement ofn + 1 hyperplanes, with associate
central arrangement,A′. Given a subarrangement,B′ ⊂ A′, denote by|B′| the number of
hyperplanes ofB′.

Definec(A) := ∞, if A′ is independent. Otherwise, set

c(A) := min
{
|B′| | B′ ⊂A′ is dependent

}
.(4.2)

Obviously,c(A) � 3.

COROLLARY 4.3. – Let A be an essential arrangement ofn + 1 hyperplanes inP(U). Set
M := M(A), π := π1(M), p := p(M), andc := c(A).

(1) If c < ∞, thenA is a properLc−2-generic section of an essential Boolean arrangemen
n + 1 hyperplanes.

(2) If c > 3, thenπ = Zn andp = c− 2.
(3) Assume3 < c < ∞. LetL be a leftZZ

n-module. Define a chain complex,

C•(Zn;L) :=
{ s∧

(x1, . . . , xn)⊗Z L
∂s−→

s−1∧
(x1, . . . , xn)⊗Z L

}
s�1

,(4.3)

by setting

∂s(xi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xis ⊗ v) :=
s∑

r=1

(−1)r−1xi1 ∧ · · · x̂ir · · · ∧ xis ⊗ (x−1
ir

− 1)v,(4.4)

where{x1, . . . , xn} denotes the standard basis ofZn. Then:

Hq(M ;L) = Hq

(
C•(Zn;L)

)
, for q < c− 2.

In particular, theL-twisted homology ofM(A) in theL-generic range depends only onL, and
the combinatorics ofA.
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Proof. –Part (1). Eq. (3.8) from Section 3.5 shows thatA is anL1-generic section (proper,
sincec < ∞) of the required Boolean arrangement,Â. This section may be easily seen to be
actuallyLc−2-generic, by resorting to the definitions: see [8, (1)] forLk-genericity, and (4.2)

t

.
ty

y

s

,
both

l
have

cal

er,

on,
above forc(A).
Part (2). If c = ∞, then plainlyA itself is Boolean,π = Zn andp = ∞. Assume then tha

3 < c < ∞. By [8, Proposition 14],π = Zn and M(Â) is a K(π,1). Moreover,k(Â,U) =
p(Â,U), according to [8, Proposition 15]. One may check the equalityk(Â,U) = c− 2, directly
from the definitions ([8, (3)] and (4.2) respectively). Likewise, the equalityp(Â,U) = p(M(A))
follows from the definitions ([8, (4)] and [22, p. 73] respectively). Finally,p = c− 2, as asserted

Part (3). Parts (1)–(2) enable us to computeH<c−2(M ;L) as in Theorem 4.2(1). The equali
Hq(C•(Zn;L)) = TorZZ

n

q (Z,L) follows at once, by using the standardZZ
n-resolution ofZ [8,

(10)] to computeTorZZ
n

-groups. �
4.4. A fiber-type general position framework for complete computations

Now we are going to focus on thefiber-type general positionclass from Corollary 2.11. B
definition, an essential arrangementA belongs to this class if it has hypersolvable cone,A′, and
p := p(M(A)) = r − 1, wherer := rank(A′). We know thatp � 2, and that this class coincide
with the properLr−1-generic sections,r � 3, of essential fiber-type arrangements,Â; see the
discussion preceding Theorem 23 [8].

WhenÂ is Boolean, the above definition corresponds to thegeneral positionarrangements
intensively studied since Hattori’s pioneering work [13]; see [8, Remark 19]. This explains
our terminology, and our interest in the fiber-type general position class.

Let K be a commutative field. We will treat two types of local coefficients onM := M(A).
The first type consists ofPID coefficients,R := KZ, coming from characters,ν :π → Z, as in
Section 2.8. The second type consists ofπ-modulesN := Kd, coming from finite-dimensiona
K-representations,ρ :π →GL(d;K). In both cases, our choice was guided by the desire to
an Euler characteristic argument at hand, to obtain complete computations.

THEOREM 4.5. – Let A be an essential arrangement inPr−1, with r � 3. SetM := M(A)
andπ := π1(M). Assume thatA is a proper,Lr−1(Â)-generic section, of an essential aspheri
arrangement,Â. LetK be a commutative field.

(1) Set R := KZ, endowed with the leftZπ-module structure coming from a charact
ν :π → Z. Then:

Hq

(
M(A);R

)
=


TorZπ

q (Z,R), for q < r − 1;
R-free, of rank= (−1)r−1[χ(M(A))− κr−1], for q = r − 1;
0, for q > r − 1,

whereκr−1 =
∑r−2

q=0(−1)q rankR TorZπ
q (Z,R).

(2) SetN := Kd, endowed with the leftZπ-module structure coming from a representati
ρ :π → GL(d;K). Then:

Hq

(
M(A);N

)
=


TorZπ

q (Z,N), for q < r − 1;
of K-dim = (−1)r−1[d · χ(M(A))− κr−1], for q = r − 1;
0, for q > r − 1,

whereκr−1 =
∑r−2

q=0(−1)q dimK TorZπ
q (Z,N).
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(3) If Â is fiber-type(e.g., ifA has hypersolvable cone, andp(M(A)) = r−1), then allTorZπ-
computations from parts(1) and(2) may be done explicitly, with the aid of the FoxZπ-resolution
of Z from [6].

),

ing
ained,

ogy

there

en-
Proof. –Setp := p(M). We know thatp = r − 1, by [8, Theorem 18(i)]. Forq < r − 1, our
assertions from parts (1)–(2) follow then directly from Theorem 4.2(1). Ifq > r− 1, then plainly
Hq(M ;L) = 0 (L arbitrary), for dimensional reasons. It remains to settle the caseq = r − 1,
for R and forN .

Denote by X (respectivelyY ) the minimal CW -structure onM(A) (respectively on
M(Â)). We infer from (4.1) thatX = Y (r−1), whereY is a K(π,1). Therefore (see (2.4)
Hr−1(M ;L) = ker{∂r−1 ⊗Zπ L :Hr−1Y ⊗Z L → Hr−2Y ⊗Z L}, for arbitrary L, where
{∂r−1}r�2 denotes the differential of theπ-equivariant chain complexC•(Ỹ ).

In part (1), we may use an Euler characteristic argument for the finite,R-free, R-chain
complexC•(Ỹ (r−1))⊗Zπ R, to infer thatHr−1(M ;R) is R-free and

χ(M) = (−1)r−1 rankR Hr−1(M ;R) + κr−1,

as asserted.
In part (2), we may apply the same argument to the finiteK-chain complexC•(Ỹ (r−1))⊗Zπ N ,

to get

d · χ(M) = (−1)r−1 dimK Hr−1(M ;N) + κr−1,

which verifies our claimed formula.
As for part (3), we may use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.2(2).�

5. Character-abelianizations of higher homotopy groups

5.1. Nonresonant abelianization and combinatorics

We continue to study the homotopy properties of the complement, for arrangements belong
to the fiber-type general position class from Corollary 2.11. Within this class, we have expl
in Section 2.8, how to construct an explicit presentation matrix forπp(M) ⊗Zπ KZ, for an
arbitrary character,ν :π → Z.

A priori, only the size of the presentation matrix∂Fox
p+2 ⊗Zπ KZ from Corollary 2.11 is

combinatorially determined. In this subsection, we aim at enlarging the dictionary ‘topol
↔ combinatorics’, along the lines from [8]; see especially Theorem 23 therefrom.

More precisely, we would like to identify more numerical invariants ofπp(M(A)) which are
determined by the combinatorics ofA. A natural candidate is provided byrankR πp(M)⊗ν R,
whereR := KZ. To derive a combinatorial formula for the aforementionedR-rank, we are led
to impose a certain ‘nonresonance’ condition on the local systemν.

This condition in turn is inspired from the powerful vanishing result, forC-local systems
of finite rank, proved in [2]. To make the appropriate formal definition, we recall that
is a combinatorially defined subset of edges,D(A) ⊂ L(A), called denseedges, for any
arrangementA; see [25].

DEFINITION 5.2. – LetA= {H0,H1, . . . ,Hn} be an essential arrangement, with fundam
tal groupπ. A character,ν :π → Z (that is, a collection{γi := ν(µi) ∈ Z}0�i�n, such that
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i=0 γi = 0) is calledA-nonresonantif∑

γi �= 0, ∀S ∈D(A) such thatS ⊂ H0.(5.1)

n

ark,

.3)
Hi⊃S

GivenA, it is straightforward to check thatA-nonresonant characters always exist.

THEOREM 5.3. – Let A and Â be essential arrangements, inPr−1 andPm−1 respectively.
Assume that̂A is aspherical, andA is a proper,Lr−1(Â)-generic section of̂A, with r � 3. Set
M := M(A) andπ := π1(M).

(1) πr−1(M(A)) is the first higher non-vanishing homotopy group ofM .
(2) Letν :π → Z beÂ-nonresonant(in the sense of Definition5.2above). SetR := CZ. Then:

rankR πr−1

(
M(A)

)
⊗ν R =

{
(−1)r−1χ(M(A)), if r + 1 < m;
br(π), if r + 1 = m.

(3) If A has hypersolvable cone,p(M(A)) = r − 1, and Â is the fiber-type deformatio
of A from [16], thenbr(π) from the second case in part(2) equals

∏�
j=1 dj , where{dj} are

the exponents of the cone ofA. In particular, rankR πr−1(M(A)) ⊗ν R is combinatorially
determined, ifν is Â-nonresonant.

Proof. –Part (1) follows directly from [8, Theorem 18]. LetY be the minimalCW -structure
onM(Â) from [8, Theorem 18(ii)], with associatedπ-equivariant chain complex,

C•(Ỹ ) := {∂q :HqY ⊗Zπ →Hq−1Y ⊗Zπ}q�1.

We infer, from theZπ-resolution [8, (11)] ofπr−1(M), that

πr−1(M)⊗ν R = coker{Hr+1Y ⊗Z R
∂r+1⊗νR−−−−−→ HrY ⊗Z R},(5.2)

for arbitraryν.
Part (2). Ifr+1 = m, thenπr−1(M)⊗ν R = HrY ⊗R is R-free, withR-rank equal tobr(π),

as asserted, for arbitraryν (sinceY is aK(π,1)). Assume then thatr + 1 < m.
In this case,Â-nonresonance comes into play, in the following way. As a preliminary rem

note that the chain complex,C•(Ỹ )⊗Zπ Ct := {∂q+1 ⊗ν R(t) :Hq+1Y ⊗C → HqY ⊗C}q�0,
obtained by further specializing1 ∈ Z to t ∈ C∗, computes the homology ofM(Â) with
coefficients in the appropriately defined rank oneC-local system,Ct; see (2.4).

Therefore, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 from [2] together imply that

H �=m−1

(
C•(Ỹ )⊗Zπ Ct

)
= 0,(5.3)

as soon as

t

∑
Hi⊃S

γi �= 1, ∀S ∈D(Â) such thatS ⊂ H0.(5.4)

Comparing (5.4) with (5.1), we infer from̂A-nonresonance that the vanishing property (5
holds, for generict.

Recall now from (4.1) thatY (r−1) is a minimal CW -structure for M(A). An Euler
characteristic argument, applied to theC-chain complexC•(Ỹ (r−1)) ⊗Zπ Ct, for generict,
provides the equality
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(−1)r−1χ
(
M(A)

)
= dimC ker

{
∂r−1 ⊗ν R(t)

}
.(5.5)

ial
n

l
me

owing
n, in
Sincer < m− 1, (5.3) also implies that

ker
{
∂r−1 ⊗ν R(t)

}
= coker

{
∂r+1 ⊗ν R(t)

}
,(5.6)

for generict. Using Eqs. (5.5), (5.6) and (5.2), we arrive at

dimC

(
πr−1(M)⊗ν R

)
⊗R Ct = (−1)r−1χ

(
M(A)

)
,(5.7)

for generict.
At the same time, it is well-known thatrankR N = dimC(N ⊗R Ct), generically, for a finite

R-moduleN . With this remark, Eq. (5.7) finishes the proof of part (2).
Part (3). In the hypersolvable case, it is enoughto recall from [10] that the Poincaré polynom

of M(Â) ∼= K(π,1) is
∏�

j=2(1 + djT ), where� = m, andd1 = 1; see also our discussio
preceding Corollary 2.11 from Section 2.8.�

REMARK 5.4. – LetA be an arbitrary essential arrangement inPr−1, with fundamenta
groupπ. SetR := CZ. Let ν :π → Z beA-nonresonant. Then it is not difficult to use the sa
kind of arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 from [7], to obtain that

Hq

(
M(A);R

)
=


R-torsion, for q < r − 1;

R-free, of rank = (−1)r−1χ(M(A)), for q = r − 1;

0, for q > r − 1.

5.5. General abelianization

We may drop the nonresonance restriction from Theorem 5.3(2). We obtain the foll
(a priori, non-combinatorial) formula for the rank of an arbitrary character-abelianizatio
terms of the fundamental group and the Euler characteristic.

THEOREM 5.6. – LetA be an essential arrangement inPr−1, wherer � 3. Assume thatA is
a proper,Lr−1(Â)-generic section of an essential aspherical arrangement,Â. SetM := M(A)
andπ := π1(M). Let ν :π → Z be an arbitrary character. Denote byR := KZ the associated
local system onM , whereK is any commutative field. Then:

rankR πr−1

(
M(A)

)
⊗ν R = (−1)r−1

[
χ
(
M(A)

)
−

r∑
q=0

(−1)q rankR TorZπ
q (Z,R)

]
.

Proof. –The homotopy formula (4.1) says thatY (r−1) is a minimalCW -structure onM(A),
whereY is a minimal structure onM(Â).

We are going to use the Künneth spectral sequence from [19, Theorem XII.12.1], arising from
the free rightZπ-chain complex,C•(Ỹ (r−1)), and the change of rings map,ν :Zπ →R.

The E2-term, E2
st = TorZπ

s (HtỸ
(r−1),R), is possibly nonzero only fort = 0 (where

HtỸ
(r−1) = Z), and fort = r − 1 (whereHtỸ

(r−1) = πr−1 := πr−1(M)). Hence,E2 = Er ,
andEr+1 = E∞.

Since the spectral sequence converges toHs+t(M ;R), andHr(M ;R) = 0, we infer that

dr :Er
r0 = TorZπ

r (Z,R) ↪→ πr−1 ⊗ν R = Er
0,r−1(5.8)
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is monic. Convergence also provides the exact sequence

0 →E∞
0,r−1 = coker{dr}→Hr−1(M ;R)→E∞

r−1,0 = TorZπ
r−1(Z,R)→ 0.(5.9)

e-

e

eaux.
orking

,

ents,

eprint

ps of
Looking atR-ranks in (5.9), and also taking into account (5.8), we find that

rankR πr−1 ⊗ν R = rankR Hr−1(M ;R)− rankR TorZπ
r−1(Z,R) + rankR TorZπ

r (Z,R).
(5.10)

We may now substitute in Eq. (5.10) aboverankR Hr−1(M(A);R) by the formula from
Theorem 4.5(1), to get the asserted formula forrankR πr−1(M(A))⊗ν R. �

The R-modules,πr−1(M(A)) ⊗ν R from Theorem 5.6, andHr−1(M(A);R) from Theo-
rem 4.5(1), look similar. Indeed,πr−1(M(A)) ⊗ν R = Hr−1(C•) ⊗Zπ R, andHr−1(M(A);
R) = Hr−1(C• ⊗Zπ R), whereC• := C•(Ỹ (r−1)), andY is a minimal structure onM(Â). In
fact, they turn out to be different, in general, even at the level ofR-ranks.

EXAMPLE 5.7. – LetÂ be the essential arrangement inPr associated to the braid arrang
ment fromPr+1, r � 3. Let A be a generic (i.e.,Lr−1(Â)-generic) hyperplane section of̂A.
Let π be the pure braid group onr + 2 strings (π = π1(M(A)) = π1(M(Â))). Let ν :π → Z be
Â-nonresonant, giving rise to the local systemR := CZ.

ThenrankR πr−1(M(A))⊗ν R = rankR Hr−1(M(A);R) if and only if

rankR Hr−1(Y ;R) = rankR Hr(Y ;R),(5.11)

whereY is a minimal structure onM(Â); see Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 4.5(1).
By Remark 5.4, (5.11) holds if and only ifχ(M(Â)) = 0. This in turn is impossible, since th

well-known Poincaré polynomial ofM(Â) is
∏r+1

d=2(1 + dT ).
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